TOP TWO
NEW RELEASES
BISSELL Bolt™ Ion cordless
2-in-1 stick vacuum, from $249,
www.bissell.com.au
The new Bissell Bolt Ion is a powerful
cordless cyclonic two-in-one stick vacuum
that comes with a removable hand vacuum
and uses EdgeReach technology – a
development by Bissell that drives suction
right up to the edge of skirting boards and
other perimeters. Weighing less than three
kilograms, it comes with a multi-surface
brush, pet hair brush and a soft-floor brush.
Available from leading electronic retailers.
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ALL-IN-ONE
Made in France, the Tefal Cuisine
Companion is an all-in-one kitchen
wonder machine that can replace up to
ten appliances, and creates amazing
dishes at the touch of a button. With
five dishwasher-safe attachments, this
multi-functional food processor can cut,
prepare and cook all types of dishes
– from hot soups and slow-cooked
feasts to chilled desserts – without you
having to keep an eye on it. The 4.5
litre bowl will serve up to six people,
and once it has finished cooking, it will
automatically keep your food warm.
$1699 from select retailers.

RETRO
STYLE
Samsung POWERbot SR20H9050U
robotic vacuum, $1299,
www.samsung.com/au
The POWERbot uses the same suction
technology as an upright vacuum and is
Samsung’s most powerful robotic vacuum
cleaner. It has a Visionary Mapping system
that creates a map of the whole house
and calculates a suitable cleaning path –
automatically taking itself back to the
docking station to recharge when the
battery gets low. It also features a Point
Cleaning controller that lets you guide it to
an area for a specific clean. Available from
Harvey Norman and The Good Guys.

The Modro 20 series
retro style cordless home phone,
$69.95, from Uniden has an elegant,
slimline design that will make a
statement in any kitchen, office or
living room. With an integrated digital
answering machine and digital duplex
speakerphone, it’s available in red,
black or blue.

DESIGN DEFINED
Wallpaper is a sleek and streamlined
concealed shower column designed by
iB Rubinetterie. Sophisticated and
simple, the shower column is built into
the wall to save space. Horizontal jets,
a detachable sprayer and lavish
showerhead can all be used
simultaneously to provide the ultimate
full-body shower. A truly luxurious
fixture, Wallpaper is $3300 and is
distributed exclusively by Paco Jaanson.
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